AUTONOMOUS STORAGE & RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

Reinventing ASRS
An Autonomous Alternative Bringing Automated Storage
and Retrieval to Operations of All Sizes

A Flexible, Fast-moving
Alternative to Traditional
ASRS
What used to be automated and heavy is now autonomous and
light. AutoGuide Mobile Autonomous Storage and Retrieval
System (Mobile ASRS) offers the precision inventory management
of traditional crane-based systems—but with the flexibility of
AMRs to move throughout your facility. Plus, AutoGuide Mobile
ASRS works with your existing racking system and pallets to
deliver ASRS at a fraction of the price.
Key Features
• Compatible with existing racks, pallets, and software systems
• Average deployment 3-6 months
• Costs 60-70% less than traditional, crane-based ASRS
• Increases workforce safety in high bay facilities

Automate Storage Operations from Dock to Stock
Directed by SurePath Enterprise, which includes Inventory Manager, AutoGuide AMRs safely and efficiently
transport materials from the receiving dock directly to the storage racks without the need for conveyor systems
or other inflexible material-handling infrastructure.
MAX-N Pallet Stackers load incoming inventory onto a MAX-N Tugger for autonomous long-haul transport to the
storage racks, where a MAX-N High Bay is dispatched to complete precision racking. AutoGuide AMRs travel along
a network of approved, predictable paths to safely share the facility floor with employees.

ROI on the Fast Track
AutoGuide’s infrastructure-free deployments help deliver
industry-leading return on investment.
Traditional ASRS solutions involve complex, costly infrastructure
and long deployment times that cannot be justified in many of
today’s smaller, dynamic facilities. AutoGuide Mobile ASRS fits
seamlessly into existing facilities and integrates easily with WMS,
order management, and inventory management applications—
so you’ll rollout in 3-6 months.

Precise Inventory Management
Human error in inventory management is both common and costly. Keep
precise track of all inventory and every pallet across your facility using
digital inventory control software included with Mobile ASRS.
By connecting to your existing WMS and inventory systems, SurePath
Enterprise guides precise, by-the-book putaway of incoming materials
based on expiration dates, expected storage duration, and other variables
to meet your unique facility requirements.
Fine-tuned pallet detection sensors ensure the MAX-N High Bay can
accurately pick pallets, identify empty ones, and locate a specific license
plate number (LPN) in a stack of pallets. Mobile ASRS eliminates human
error in putaway, retrieval, and shipping operations—along with wasted
time and fines.

Efficient Storage & Retrieval Operations
High bay operations can be tricky and dangerous. SurePath
Enterprise fleet control software orchestrates the movement
of all AMR traffic, defining the most efficient route for each
job. If an obstacle impedes the journey, a safe backup path is
dynamically identified.
Autonomous solutions reduce the risk of employee injury
and material damage while increasing efficiency.

Exclusive Modular AMR
Offers Maximum Flexibility
AutoGuide’s MAX-N modular AMR system is designed
to maximize fleet flexibility, uptime, and ROI.
With AutoGuide’s MAX-N Base AMR, you can reconfigure and reassign a single
AMR as your material handling needs change with the season. Using an array of
high-payload adapters, a base AMR can be converted to a pallet stacker,
tugger, or high bay forklift as needed.

Find out how AutoGuide can bring cost-effective
ASRS to your facility.
Schedule a site-specific Mobile ASRS consultation
Contact us at Sales@AGMobileRobots.com
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